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Dear Red Pulse Community,

Red Pulse launched in 2015 to solve several key problems plaguing 
the research content ecosystem: market consolidation to just a few 
players to the detriment of participants, lack of information accuracy 
and transparency, and information overload. To this day, our vision is 
to create a fair and transparent research and knowledge ecosystem, 
to solve these problems. 

Our perseverance towards realizing this vision led to our successful 
tokenization in late 2017, which enabled us to execute on our plan 
of creating an open ecosystem for research and knowledge. Major 
industry shifts such as the rise of the “gig economy”, commoditiza-
tion of general market information, and more stringent regulatory 
requirements have inspired us to implement a suite of pioneering 
elements to our core infrastructure and platform.  

I am immensely proud to announce Red Pulse PHOENIX, the culmi-
nation of not only the upgraded core infrastructure suite, but also 
the official name of our revolutionary open research platform en-
abling us to fully harness the decentralized and immutable nature of 
the blockchain – i.e. “Research on the Blockchain”. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan Ha 

Founder & CEO, Red Pulse
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1. INTRODUCTION

The launch of the Red Pulse (RPX) smart contract and token was a major step in creating the necessary token and  
infrastructure upon which the Red Pulse ecosystem is built and was a resounding success. The next phase of our platform 
development now calls for an upgrade to our core infrastructure to support the upcoming Red Pulse PHOENIX open 
research platform, which will enable several core elements of our research and knowledge ecosystem: 
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PHOENIX is built upon a new smart contract that embodies the above core elements. The  
following development and upgrade plan provides further detail into the business applications  
and technical specifications of the implementation. 

Several references are made to concepts and elements first introduced in the Red Pulse (RPX) whitepaper, which is  
recommended reading before continuing further. 

1. Proof of Creation is achieved by creating a representative hash of produced content and storing it permanently on  
the blockchain alongside a creator/owner wallet address and timestamp. 

2. Proof of Ownership is achieved by creating a transfer function that allows the owner to sign and transfer ownership 
to another entity, identified by another wallet address. Ownership and provenance is verified and auditable by  
traversing the public blockchain. 

3. Regulatory Compliance is improved by providing an immutable record on the blockchain of specific information  
requests, as well as corresponding responses, to incentivize compliance with local and international laws and  
regulations related to confidential and material non-public information (MNPI), while ensuring a publicly verifiable 
system-of-record. 

4. IP Protection is improved by comparing newly produced and hashed content with existing hashes previously stored 
on the blockchain and rejecting any attempts at storing identical content. 

5. Accountability is achieved by associating a distinct wallet address to each research item on-chain, while a  
corresponding off-chain profile is maintained whereby credibility is established and earned on a continuous basis,  
with an incentive to preserve reputation. 
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2.1   The Gig Economy

The idea of ‘work’ has been part of the social fabric of humanity since the dawn of civilization. As our population has ex-
ploded in the past several hundred years, the dynamics of how people and organizations interact to contribute and receive 
value from the market has changed dramatically, and the advent of the internet and near-instantaneous communication 
has given rise to new models such as sharing economies of goods and services. 

However, the term ‘sharing economy’ itself has been so overused over the past decade to have almost lost its meaning. 
That being said, it remains an incredibly powerful concept and business model, upon which multi-billion dollar companies 
have been launched, touching the lives of hundreds of millions of people globally. 

More relevant to the knowledge and research industry is the concept of a ‘gig economy’, which more specifically refers to 
an ecosystem in which individuals or organizations engage with independent contractors in providing temporary positions 
and work opportunities, on a transactional basis and at scale. A study by Harvard and Princeton economists in 2016, 
citing RAND data, revealed that since 2005, of the 10 million U.S. jobs added, 94% was categorized as either freelance or 
non-traditional employment1.

The ubiquity of the internet and the speed at which traditional industries are being upended have resulted in a massive 
influx of workers into the gig economy – up to 34% of the U.S. workforce and 40% by 20202.Internet-based platforms 
such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, TaskRabbit (acquired by Ikea in 2017), UpWork, 99designs, and Guru have led the way 
recently. Predating this however, is the controversial yet booming expert network industry, where financial institutions and 
other corporates pay for access to, and insights from, industry experts on a contractor basis. 
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2.2   Expert Networks

A noticeable shift is taking place in the financial research space, with end-clients reducing their spend on generic market 
coverage from sell-side brokerages and independent research firms, and reallocating towards on-demand bespoke research 
offerings from consultancies and expert networks. As generic content becomes more freely available, corporate clients now 
seek a competitive edge by accessing unique insights and analysis.  

MiFID II (Markets in Financial Instruments Directive) II is a 2004 EU law that harmonized regulation and investment 
services across the EU member states3. The law broadly focuses on consumer protection, and as it relates to research, 
requires more explicit costs of trading and investing. Market information and research services have routinely been a large 
part of financial institutions spending, typically passed to their clients, albeit often in an opaque and non-auditable manner. 

MiFID II did not come into effect until January 3, 2018 and prevents asset managers from obtaining investment research 
using client commissions, essentially hidden costs to the client. MiFID II banned this practice, as it is viewed as inducement 
to pay for the brokerages trading services. In the ensuing turmoil, asset managers have opted to scale down their spend on 
traditional research services, seeking alternative sources of market insight. Global investment banks and asset managers 
continue to slash staff and reduce research budgets due to MiFID and industry pressures4. In a survey by McKinsey, banks 
are expecting an industry-wide drop in equity research revenues of 30% or more over the next three years due to a sharp 
decline in traditional equity research demand5. 

Due this confluence of reasons, the expert network industry is expected to grow from US$400m in revenue per year 
in 2008 to USD1.1bn by 20226. Adjacent industries such as strategy consulting (US$100bn), B2B information services 
(US$200bn), and market research (US$30bn) suggest an even greater opportunity on the horizon7.

While the expert network industry continues to grow, the business model was pioneered 20 years ago by Gerson Lehrman 
Group (GLG), first established in 1998. Consequently, the firm, and the many others that followed, did not have the benefit 
of key technological advances that have since emerged, such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, natural language 
processing, and most notably, blockchain technology.  

In fact, the expert network business model itself has remained highly manual in nature, relying heavily upon employees to 
search for and onboard new experts to their network, match their end clients’ requests with the appropriate expert, and 
act as project manager and conduit between the two. Furthermore, the actual delivery of value is via archaic phone calls 
between the client and expert. The result of this manual servicing model is a non-scalable business with a cost structure 
that becomes increasingly unwieldly. 
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2.3   Red Pulse Solution: PHOENIX

PHOENIX is a revolutionary cloud-based knowledge network, connecting research consumers with producers, by leverag-
ing core elements of machine learning, natural language processing, and blockchain technology. 

Red Pulse harnesses the power of machine learning and natural language processing, to enable full and semi-automated 
matching between client requests for bespoke insights, and the appropriate industry expert. The training set for the match-
ing algorithm is initially built from the voluntarily created and submitted research content produced by contributors, and 
user scale is achieved via token economy-based incentives, as detailed in our Red Pulse whitepaper8.

By employing machine-learning based automation to replace many of the intermediary functions present in a traditional 
expert network, variable cost is reduced significantly, allowing the platform to scale with a fixed cost structure, and creating 
a significant competitive advantage for Red Pulse as compared to existing knowledge networks, as we can scale more 
quickly while also passing on cost-savings to end clients and a higher proportion of fees earned to contributing experts. 
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Decentralization Security

Immutability Transparency

2.4   Regulatory Compliance

Since inception of the industry, expert networks have been known to be a go-to source for access to experts within any 
market sector, especially less-covered niche areas. Hedge funds began to use expert networks to gain access to, and 
extract insights from, corporate executives and industry insiders. In some cases, either intentionally or not, confidential 
information was passed from expert to client. Doing so constituted the sharing of material non-public information (MNPI), 
the act of which is illegal in nearly all financial markets, even if not acted upon. 

A high-profile example was that of SAC Capital, where portfolio manager Matthew Martoma was found guilty of insider 
trading from information that he received via an expert network relating to the pharmaceutical trial results of a new drug9. 
Another case involved Raj Rajaratnam, founder of Galleon Capital and his close associate Anil Kumar, global Managing 
Director of McKinsey at the time, both implicated in an insider trading scandal involving material non-public information10.

The fallout of these incidents shook the expert network industry, with regulators moving swiftly to crack down on such 
activity and forcing most expert platforms to reimagine their business models. Some firms chose to prevent any employees 
of publicly listed companies to participate as experts, while others implemented mandatory compliance training. None of 
these solutions directly addressed key compliance issues however.

Red Pulse PHOENIX incorporates the concept of “Proof of Creation”, which uses the blockchain as an immutable 
(non-changeable) system of record to demonstrate that a specified entity identified by a NEO wallet address, has produced 
unique content at a specified date and time, and that they are the initial owner of the produced content. This provides a 
deterministic answer to the question: Who created what content, and when?

There are already several existing players within the burgeoning “expert network on the cloud” space, also aiming to 
employ artificial intelligence (AI) techniques to automate many of the manual processes. Nonetheless, these firms do not 
benefit from the scaling effects that Red Pulse enjoys from having launched a tokenized ecosystem and the perpetual 
incentive structure that it facilitates, and more critically, blockchain technology enabling decentralization, immutability, and 
transparency. 

The PHOENIX infrastructure and platform incorporates these key blockchain characteristics to address several lingering 
risks and challenges that remain in the research and knowledge industry. 
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• Timestamp

• Hash of Content

• Creator Wallet ID

• Owner Wallet ID

Registering Content on the Blockchain

Research content is cryptographically hashed into a string, and registered on the 
blockchain along with a Timestamp, Creator Wallet ID, and Owner Wallet ID. This 
information is immutable and publicly verifiable on the blockchain via functions in the 
PHOENIX smart contract.

As it pertains to information disclosure laws and MNPI, this Proof of Creation can be applied to both the text-based  
queries issued by clients seeking insights, as well as the text-based research content produced by industry experts. As 
such, the Red Pulse platform is a text-based deliverable research platform, choosing to eschew the industry-wide practice 
of facilitating phone calls as the main value proposition.  

Financial institutions and other corporates will thus have greater confidence that their queries can be verified, by matching 
the query text with the hash stored on the blockchain. In the same manner, industry experts will have proof of their  
delivered responses. Note however, that this compliance-driven mechanism is “ex-post”, in that any alleged wrongdoing 
would also be stored on the blockchain, which is why Red Pulse will also implement “ex-ante” measures such as ongoing 
compliance training and onboarding procedures for all experts.  

Though not eliminating the possibility of MNPI requests or disclosure, it creates a stronger deterrent, and also provides 
further protection to each party individually, as each will be able to prove what was asked for and delivered.

The advantages over traditional expert networks are namely: 

1. Ex-ante natural language processing (NLP) scanning of expert produced text content prior to delivery, with compliance 
validation and rejection for yellow- or red-flagged phrases and content;

2. Ex-post storage of client queries and expert produced text in the form of cryptographic hashes on the blockchain, to 
enable publicly verifiable compliance with 100% certainty, i.e. immutability 

PHOENIX Off-chain Database

For optimal performance, 
PHOENIX maintains an  
off-chain database of all  
content related operations, 
with continuous syncing  
between the database and  
the public blockchain.

PHOENIX Search

PHOENIX platform provides 
enhanced search capabilities 
to confirm content legitimacy, 
creator, current owner, regis-
try time, and provenance.
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2.5 Intellectual Property Protection

Key elements of any content-based ecosystem are the protection of intellectual property rights, transfer of these owner-
ship rights, and the mechanism by which plagiarism is detected and dealt with. 

Red Pulse PHOENIX introduces the concept of “Proof of Ownership”, which uses the blockchain to identify the current 
owner, identified by a NEO wallet address, of a specified piece of content, which was previously stored on the blockchain. 
Following from the aforementioned “Proof of Creation”, where the creator is the initial owner, these ownership rights can 
be transferred to another entity, identified by a different NEO wallet address. 

This transfer of ownership of the specified research content may be initiated only by the current owner, and may be in 
conjunction with a payout, as a separate action, initiated by the new owner. Licensing of content off-chain is also support-
ed, in that the ownership is not changed on the blockchain, while the content is communicated from owner to recipient 
on the PHOENIX platform. The complexity and variable nature of licensing schemes led to the decision to keep these 
elements off-chain, while ownership is maintained on-chain. 

To combat plagiarism, before any research content is hashed and stored on the blockchain via “Proof of Creation”, the 
prospective content hash is compared to all existing content hashes that already exist on the blockchain. If an identical 
hash is found, then the prospective content is rejected. Otherwise, the content is considered original, and allowed on the 
blockchain. 

Note however, that merely changing a single character of the text content will result in a completely different cryptograph-
ic hash. Again, the greater value is in the ex-post situation where the original producer can prove via the blockchain that 
their content was produced and stored at a specified time in the past. 

There are off-chain solutions to minimizing the storage of similar, yet non-identical content, via semantic analysis and simi-
larity algorithms, and will be implemented by PHOENIX, but will not be discussed here as the focus is on blockchain-specif-
ic solutions. 

There may be cases where a bad actor obtains research content previously produced by another party, and subsequently 
submits it to the Red Pulse platform for storage on the blockchain. Because this content was not previously created and 
stored via PHOENIX, it will be deemed as valid and original content. If the original creator/owner of such content notifies 
Red Pulse of such an occurrence and requests a takedown, Red Pulse as the signer of the stored hash content, can remove 
creatorship and ownership. 

This mechanism was the found to be the most straightforward way to ensure prior works were protected, and that there 
was an efficient way to correct bad behavior, albeit at the cost of centralizing a degree of management authority to Red 
Pulse in these matters. This is in line with Red Pulse’s role as a governing body in developing, maintaining, and revising the 
critical algorithms that enable AI-based matching of client requests to industry experts, RPX payout calculations, and credi-
bility scoring of experts based on industry, sector, topic, etc. 
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2.6 Accountability

When it comes to seeking valuable market insights and analyses, it becomes important to know the source of the informa-
tion, so as to judge the veracity and any inherent biases of delivered information. The recent fixation on “fake news” and 
potential manipulation of U.S. elections via targeted public sentiment influence in Facebook’s Cambridge Analytica scandal 
highlight the problem for general information11. For corporate clients, the credibility of expert-level insights on markets and 
industries is vital. 

Accountability is the core element that reveals inherent biases, while also elevating the recipient’s confidence in the deliv-
ered information. Red Pulse PHOENIX provides an accountability framework where a track record of produced research 
content is inextricably tied to the producer’s NEO wallet address, as proxy for identification, and by extension, tied to the 
producer’s credibility as an analyst and expert.  

As part of this framework, there is an incentive to produce fair and accurate research content, as over time this builds upon 
the producer’s credibility score. Over time, as the expert’s credibility score rises based upon the value contributed to the 
platform, there emerges a strong disincentive to produce shoddy and inaccurate content, which would damage the pro-
ducer’s score. Of course, new producers will not have this disincentive, but at the same time they would not have a high 
credibility score, and thus would not be as trusted as more established producers. 

3. PHOENIX TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1   Proof of Creation 

Content created on PHOENIX is recorded and stored on the NEO blockchain. After users submit content to be uploaded, 
the smart contract hash function is invoked, converting the content into a representative and unique hash script. Because 
each representative hash script is unique and not interchangeable with other hash scripts, the content can thus be stored 
and registered on the blockchain as a non-fungible digital asset. The non-fungible properties of these hash scripts, in con-
junction with the blockchain ledger, prove creation & existence, authenticity, and ownership. 

The validated hash script is stored on the NEO blockchain, along with four metadata variables: owner wallet ID, creator 
wallet ID, signer wallet ID, created timestamp, and transferred timestamp. The owner is initially set as the creator. Both the 
created and transferred timestamps are set to the current block height. 

Other identifying content metadata, such as author name, author email, and title, will be stored off-chain on PHOENIX and 
included as part of the hashed content. Once the submission is successful, the user will be directed to a confirmation page. 

Subsequently, existence of the previously created and registered content can be proven by invoking one of the following 
helper functions, provided that the content hash is known:

Storage.Put(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_owner_prefix.Concat(hash), owner);

Storage.Put(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_creator_prefix.Concat(hash), owner);

Storage.Put(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_signer_prefix.Concat(hash), signer);

Storage.Put(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_timestampCreated_prefix.Concat(hash), Runtime.
Time);

Storage.Put(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_timestampTransferred_prefix.Concat(hash), Runtime.
Time);

ProofCreated(hash, signer, owner);
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public static byte[] ProofGetCreator(byte[] hash)

{

    if (hash.Length != 64) return null;

    var storage_key = proof_creator_prefix.Concat(hash);

    return Storage.Get(Storage.CurrentContext, storage_key);

}

[DisplayName(“proofGetOwner”)]

public static byte[] ProofGetOwner(byte[] hash)

{

    if (hash.Length != 64) return null;

    var storage_key = proof_owner_prefix.Concat(hash);

    return Storage.Get(Storage.CurrentContext, storage_key);

}

[DisplayName(“proofGetSigner”)]

public static byte[] ProofGetSigner(byte[] hash)

{

    if (hash.Length != 64) return null;

    var storage_key = proof_signer_prefix.Concat(hash);

    return Storage.Get(Storage.CurrentContext, storage_key);

}

[DisplayName(“proofGetTimestampCreated”)]

public static byte[] ProofGetTimestampCreated(byte[] hash)

{

    if (hash.Length != 64) return null;

    var storage_key = proof_timestampCreated_prefix.Concat(hash);

    return Storage.Get(Storage.CurrentContext, storage_key);

}

[DisplayName(“proofGetTimestampTransferred”)]

public static byte[] ProofGetTimestampTransferred(byte[] hash)

{

    if (hash.Length != 64) return null;

    var storage_key = proof_timestampTransferred_prefix.Concat(hash);

    return Storage.Get(Storage.CurrentContext, storage_key);

}

For optimized search and verification operations, PHOENIX will also maintain an off-chain conventional database of the 
registered data (hash, creator, owner, signer, created timestamp, transferred timestamp), for faster and more efficient per-
formance.  

PHOENIX achieves this in the same way as a blockchain explorer, by continuously scraping the NEO blockchain for new 
registered content entries and storing it to the off-chain database. This will also allow for more advanced search, by creator, 
owner, signer, created timestamp, and transferred timestamp. 

Current owner can be confirmed by invoking the aforementioned ProofGetOwner function. 

As part of the registration of a new piece of content, the initial owner is first set equal to the creator. The current owner 
then has the right to transfer ownership to a new owner, albeit with the creator remaining the same and immutable.  

3.2   Proof of Ownership 

public static byte[] ProofGetOwner(byte[] hash)  
{ 

  if (hash.Length != 64) return null; 

  var storage_key = proof_owner_prefix.Concat(hash); 

  return Storage.Get(Storage.CurrentContext, storage_key); 

} 



Attempts at plagiarism by uploading identical content will be rejected by comparing the newly produced hashed content 
against existing hashes previously stored on the blockchain.  

Only the signer, in this case, PHOENIX, can invoke the Modify function. The signer is verified by having access to the 
PHOENIX wallet. The Modify function corrects lists the new owner and timestamp of transfer of the content by adding 
and linking a newly updated entry on the blockchain with the previous hash script. 

The transfer function invokes the smart contract, which validates the corresponding NEO wallet addresses. A transfer may 
be required, for instance, when a company purchases a requested research report from the creator, and all rights need to 
be transferred as well.

Once the content is chosen, the owner enters the destination wallet ID associated to the new entity and initiates the 
transfer. The smart contract is invoked, verifying the NEO wallet address of the transferrer matches the owner NEO wallet 
address. A confirmation page will display the details of the successful transfer. 

However, uploading content that is slightly altered to produce a different and unique hash cannot be completely prevent-
ed, but can be mitigated through an off-chain text similarity engine implemented in PHOENIX platform. The software will 
compare content to previously created content on the blockchain, and if content is flagged, a dispute case will be created. 

A malicious user could copy content off-chain that does not exist on PHOENIX, from another website for instance, and 
attempt to register the content on the blockchain via PHOENIX, claiming the work as original. In extreme cases where the 
malicious user attempts to register significant amounts of content, PHOENIX has a daily upload limit and flags abnormal 
behavior. 

In cases where a true owner discovers that their work has been plagiarized and stored via PHOENIX to the blockchain, 
the user can open a plagiarism ticket via the PHOENIX help desk. A Red Pulse employee will then compare supporting 
evidence and decided whether to invalidate the previously registered content on the blockchain.  

This is considered an extreme use case and was arrived at only after considerable deliberation. A mechanism to correct 
incorrect ownership however, was decidedly necessary. If on-chain content is found to have been plagiarized, the adminis-
trator solves the dispute by invoking the Modify function in the smart contract. 

3. PHOENIX Technical Specifications
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3.3   IP Protection

// Check if hash ownership already exists

byte[] res = ProofGetOwner(hash);

if (res.Length > 0) return false;

Storage.Delete(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_owner_prefix.Concat(hash));

Storage.Delete(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_creator_prefix.Concat(hash));

Storage.Delete(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_signer_prefix.Concat(hash));

Storage.Delete(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_timestampCreated_prefix.Concat(hash));

Storage.Delete(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_timestampTransferred_prefix.Concat(hash));

ProofModified(hash, signer);

Storage.Put(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_owner_prefix.Concat(hash), to);

Storage.Put(Storage.CurrentContext, proof_timestampTransferred_prefix.Concat(hash), Runtime.
Time);

ProofTransferred(hash, from, to);
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4. ABOUT THE COMPANY 

4.1   Red Pulse Core Team

Jonathan Ha, CFA 
Founder, CEO

Jonathan Ha is the founder and CEO of Red Pulse, a tokenized research ecosystem 
for China. Mr. Ha has a prior background in management consulting, having advised 
major financial institutions on operations and corporate strategy. Jonathan studied 
computer engineering and economics at the University of Pennsylvania, and subse-
quently received an MBA from the UC Berkeley Haas School of Business. Mr. Ha is  
a CFA charterholder.

Stanley Chao, CFA, CAIA 
Co-founder, Head of Data

Stanley Chao is co-founder and Head of Data at Red Pulse. Mr. Chao has a prior 
background in the investment industry in hedge funds, quantitative trading, and 
alternative investments. Stanley has a Bachelor of Science in Applied and Computa-
tional Mathematical Sciences and a Certificate in ComputationalFinance, both from 
the University of Washington. Mr. Chao is a CFA and CAIA charterholder.

Peter Alexander 
Co-founder, Non-executive Chairman

Peter Alexander is Co-founder and Non-executive Chairman of Red Pulse. Mr. Alex-
ander is also the Founder and Managing Director of Z-Ben Advisors, a research firm 
focused on China’s asset management industry. He previously held roles at Pru-
dential Financial and Nationwide Bank. Mr. Alexander has 25 years of experience in 
China financial services and is fluent in both Chinese and English.

James Maher, CFA 
COO

James Maher is the Chief Operating Officer at Red Pulse, and heads up Research, 
Finance and other operations. Mr. Maher was a sell side analyst at ThinkEquity  
Partners, where he was a Wall Street Journal Award winner, and a buy side analyst at 
Palo Alto Investors. Mr. Maher received an MBA from the UC Berkeley Haas School 
of Business and is a CFA charterholder.
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Chris Hager 
Director of Engineering

Chris Hager is Director of Engineering at Red Pulse, and is heading up the develop-
ment and engineering efforts at the firm. Mr. Hager is an engineer and technologist 
with 20 years of professional experience in the areas of software development, 
system architecture, cloud infrastructure, operating systems, scalable and distributed 
applications, blockchain technologies, and mobile applications.

Dylan Blankenship 
CPO

Dylan Blankenship is Chief Product Officer at Red Pulse, and will be leading the  
development of the new Red Pulse platform. Mr. Blankenship previously served as 
CTO at juwai.com, and brings with him over 20 years of experience in the tech field.

4.2   Advisors

Tanfeng Cheng 
Head of China (former)  

BNP Paribas Investment Partners

Robert Hsiung 
Managing Director 

Udacity China

Richard Wang 
VC Partner 

Draper Dragon

Bryant Chou 
CEO 

VICE China

Mark Kuo 
Partner (former) 

Gobi VC

JC Xu 
Founder 

Badwater Capital

Robert Ha 
Co-founder 
Splashtop 

Kenneth Hsia 
Founder 

Badwater Capital

Da Hongfei 
Founder 

 NEO & Onchain

Tony Tao 
Partner 

NEO Global Capital

Jimmy Hu 
Founder & CEO 
APEX Network

Ding’an Fei 
Managing Partner  

Ledger Capital



4.3   Partners
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INVESTORS

DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS

STRATEGIC PARTNERS
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4.4   Roadmap

Open Research Platform Launch

Machine Learning Research Data Integration

Intellifeeds

Research Data and Intellifeeds API

Platform Wallet Integration

Market Data Integration

Contributor Workflow

Phoenix Smart Contract

Knowledge Network

Red Pulse Institute Certification Program 

Security & 2FA

Recommendation Algorithms

Content Trends

Human Translation Workflow

Phoenix Platform Integration

APEX Analytics Integration

Contributor Rewards System

PulseRank

User and Research Report Rating Algorithms 

Research Analysis On-Demand

Payment Processing for Research Credits

New Mobile Platform 

Multi-Language User Interface

Chinese Public Company Directory

Public Open Research Platform Offering

2Q2018

3Q2018

4Q2018
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